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Texas Angel Says
It Will All Be Ok
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

On Monday night just
gone, a Texas couple
Danny And Carmen Ferraro were driving down
Highway 105 in their
hometown of Montgomery, they could not belive
what they saw in front of
them. It was a cloud formation in the shape of an
Angel. They took a photo
of it and posted it on Facebook and here it is.

Positive pathways to peace, Happiness
and prosperity on Earth ©
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Christian Couple they
took it as a sign that everything would be OK.

To people who do not
have a Christian or some
other Religious or Faith
based belief system to
help pull them through
difficult times I can
only suggest filling your
life and everyone who is
around you with as much
Love, Hope & Gratitude
They were on their way as Humanly possible.
to a tense family situation
which they were dread- The reason why I recoming. They too, by their mend these 3 emotions
own admission had been and states of being is that
going through difficult they are all very powertimes. They have only ful forces and I have
been married for 1 month seen them bring many
and were celebrating people through many
their one month together very difficult situations
when they turned a cor- in their life. I hope they
ner on the way to the fam- help anyone in need of
ily meeting and this is help. Kind regards Derek
what they saw in front of White Editor The Good
them.
News Newspaper.
To them as they are a
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This Newspaper Is Proudly
Australian, Family Owned,
Operated And Published
In Australia.

Derek and Cath White
Owners
Derek Senior Editor
Cath Executive Director

Environmental
Statement

Neil and Evelyne Clark
Founding Members
and
Senior Advisors

This is an online paper helping minimise the impact on the
environment. If you have any questions, enquiries or wish to advertise
in our paper please phone or email our Sydney Office (02) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 or info@thegoodnewsnp.com.au
cath@thegoodnewsnp.com.au

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
Good
Wow! Some
t.
News At Las

My Gosh! Did you see
that there is now a
way of ending
Unemployment,
Poverty and
Financial Hardship on
Earth? Check it out
in The Good News
Newspaper in
Australia
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Did You Hear
About That
Amazing
Inspirational
Story In The
Good News
Newspaper
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Don’t Go Through Life Quitting.
Anything Substantial Requires
Seeing It Through To The End
By Tony Fahkry

Quitting is
easy
though we rarely
achieve
anything
when we abandon our
goals. Knowing that,
take a moment to reflect on something
you’re
contemplating giving up on right
now.
It may be career related, health or otherwise. Why do you
want to give up? Is it
the only way? Have
you considered other
options?
Once you’ve had a
moment to reflect on
it, think about why
you undertook the
goal in the first place.
It might be that having a passion or purpose makes it harder
to quit because of the
emotional investment

required to achieve it. bed of roses, nor is it
riddled with pain and
Sometimes, we under- suffering. When we
take goals we don’t make choices aligned
resonate with but fill a with our core values
void in our life. Pursu- and highest intent, we
ing a goal or a dream are likely to pursue
ought to provide us actions aligned with
with a sense of value them.
and meaning in our
lives, otherwise we’re Sometimes, chasing
less likely to see it after a goal or dream
through.
means toiling away
in the trenches, for
Does this make sense, months, if not years
insofar as being com- with no respite. Ocmitted to the goal in- casionally, it requires
stead of wishing for walking away from
something better to situations that no
come along?
longer serve us or our
core purpose.
To go through life
quitting weakens our This is difficult becharacter and erodes cause there are no asour self-esteem since surances we’re makwe become habituated ing the right choice.
to taking the easy way The one measure we
out. As you know, life have is whether it
is not meant to be a feels right. Our emo-

as a flower
tions become our ba- Just
rometer if we’re in it blooms at the right
for the right reasons. time, so do the fruits
of our labour when
To achieve anything the conditions are
substantial requires right.
hard work, determiquit means to
nation and a resolute To
will to overcome the throw away the time
obstacles and chal- and energy invested
lenges that lay ahead. pursuing a goal.
It requires facing our
demons and wrestling
with them repeatedly. It involves revisiting the past and
dredging up baggage
we thought we once
healed.

What I’m saying is:

of us, it seems, quit
what we start far too
early and far too often. Even more than
the effort a gritty
person puts in on
a single day, what
matters is that they
wake up the next
day, and the next,
ready to get on that
treadmill and keep
going.”

We
mustn’t allow
difficult moments to Article continued on
define whether we page..6.
will
achieve
our
goals and dreams.
This is the advice
echoed by the American psychologist and
author Angela Duckworth who writes in
her bestselling book

I don’t believe life
has a timeline for us
because
sometimes
we must gain knowledge, wisdom and
understanding which Grit: The Power of
cannot be rushed.
Passion and Per-

severance:

“Many
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Did You Know That We Are Now
Pumping Out Good News And Positive
Solutions To People In Over 20
Countries Every Week?
Can you help us spread the word even further by
subscribing to our Newspaper for just $3.30 Per week?
If you can please click “HERE” to be taken to
our home page to subscribe. Thank you :-).
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Learn To Play Banjo The
EASY Way!
By Geoffrey White

Phone Geoffrey For Lessons In Sydney On: 0434 544 181

Or Go To: https://www.dreamtreebanjos.com/

work at it and PRACTICE, just a few minutes a day CONSISTENTLY and with
PURPOSE, you will
The first video is al- learn and learn quickmost 15 minutes long ly.
and is a GIFT.
Geoffrey White develIf you like what you oped his playing and
see then you can pur- teaching style after
Learn
“Pick-Ham- chase lessons at an learning the HARD
mer”!
TWO-FIN- affordable rate and way over 40 years
GER, EASY, step-by- take your time. If you ago! When he started
Discover how EASY
it is to pick up and
play banjo...did you
ever want to learn
but had trouble with
teachers and sites
and videos that were
just TOO HARD to
grasp?? NOT ANYMORE!

EASY-step BANJO
that will have you
playing FAST with
step by step videos.

in earnest at the age
of 16 his friends would
tease him, his family would discourage
him, and others would
laugh and carry on.
WHERE are his critics now? GONE! And
where is he, you ask?
RIGHT HERE, teaching you how to do it
and you WON’T have
to put up with what
HE went through.

of the world...
www. YOU CAN TOO
dreamtreebanjos.
!!
com

Geoffrey’s
website:

new its

is online NOW and
available FOR YOU!

Dreamtree
Studios
was founded in 2002
with the purpose to
help people dazzle
others with their music and raise the spirPage 5
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Don’t Go Through Life Quitting.
Anything Substantial Requires
Seeing It Through To The End
To visit Tony’s website please click here:

By Tony Fahkry

Nothing Substan- if you are passionate ship that has run its
tial Comes Easily about something and course, your only opInvariably, we will
face difficult moments
and make tough decisions anyway, so we
might as well be doing it pursuing our
passions and aspirations.

you want it, find a
way to get it and let
go of why you can’t
have it.

In this wicked world
of illusion, sometimes miracles can
happen
overnight.
How does this idea Life works in mysteappeal to you? Can rious ways and when
you see how sticking least expected.
with something long
can
term can be a great Circumstances
benefit to you? It’s fall into place only
worth rendering a ca- if we labour and toil
veat here that some- away at our respectimes we ought to quit tive goal. Nothing
when things are not substantial comes
working out.
easily and if it does,
it is likely to slip
I don’t intend the ad- from our hands just as
vice in this article to quickly.
mean you mustn’t
ever give up. The For example,
if
message is simple: you’re in a relation-

tion may be to walk
away from it, but
what about investing
the time and energy to
work it out?
Might it be in your
best interest to keep
trying before you
quit? I don’t have the
answers and neither
will you until you
embark on the hard
work which can be
tiresome and plain the structure and
foundation for it to
ugly.
rest on. Do everyThe hard work is not thing in your power
cut out for everyone to complete the task,
and this is why many the goal or dream and
people quit ahead of then if you want to
give up, at least you
time.
will have a compelDecide
on
what ling reason to do so.
you want for your
life
and
create Whether you want to
improve areas of

your life or achieve
your
goals
and
dreams, my online
Mentoring and Coaching Program will offer
you the improvements
you’re looking for.
The sessions are
one hour in duration
and geared towards:
coaching and guidance, conversations

and of course powerful transformation.
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.
c o m / e x p e r t / To n y _
Fahkry/837610
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Discover Why Backing The
Fred Hollows Foundation
Can Help Heal The World

https://www.hollows.org/au/donate
Did you know that
according
to research
commissioned by The Fred
Hollows
Foundation with PricewaterhouseCoopers –
which uncovered the
compelling link between restoring sight
and economic development.
It found that for
every $1 invested
in ending avoidable
blindness, there was
a $4 economic benefit for a country’s
economy.

nation can see, more
people can go to
school, work, raise
children or start
businesses. Ending
avoidable blindness
improves the economy, equality, skills,
GDP and development of a nation,
while reducing its
financial and social
burden.
Here
are
some
findings from the
research:
There
are
still
millions who need
our help.

live in developing Globally: a potential
return of $4 in
countries.
economic gains.
It’s not just people
Pakistan: a potential
who are suffering.
return of $6.
Ending
avoidable
blindness
could Kenya: a potential
inject
as
much return of $3.56.
as $517 billion
Province
into
struggling Yunnan
economies over a (one of the poorest
decade.
regions in China):
a potential return of
Every
year, $3.16.
avoidable blindness
costs
developing Article
source:
countries
around https://www.hollows.
$49 billion in lost org/au/what-we-do/
e n d i n g - a v o i d a b l eeconomic activity.

Ending
avoidable
An estimated 32.4 blindness in the
million people are developing
world
blind around the can be achieved for
world.
as little as $2.20 per
person, per year.
A further 191 million
are visually impaired For
every
$1
90%
of
people invested in blindness
If more people in a who
are
blind prevention.
By looking at our
key goal through an
economic lens, it
was demonstrated
that ending avoidable blindness has
benefits reaching far
beyond health alone.

blindness/research
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When the Webb
family in Perth saw
Bub’s squishy little
face on the PetRescue website, they
fell in love with this
pound pup from regional NSW.
The 4,480 kilometres
that stood between
them and a ‘happy
ever after’ was no
barrier at all, thanks
to the amazingly dedicated team at Richmond Valley Council
Animal Shelter, our
awesome partner Jetpets, and our generous supporters.

always include that
we are open to interstate adoptions. It’s a
great way to connect
pets with individuals looking for a new
family member.
Many people know
what they are looking for, and it’s good
to make it as easy as
possible for them to
find their match.

“I’m lucky enough
to have access to
a work vehicle, so
I’m able to transport
some pets to their
new homes. We’ve
sent quite a few dogs
“We have quite a few interstate, mostly to
Staffies in our area,” Queensland and Vicsays Louise Amey, toria.
Companion Animals
Education
Officer I’ve driven dogs as
at Richmond Valley far as Port MacquarCouncil.
ie. And when it was
Bub’s turn, I drove
“So when Matthew her all the way from
enquired to adopt Casino to our nearBub, and met all the est airport, which is a
criteria required, I six-hour round trip!”
was very
excited says Louise.
and keen to place her
with his family. The The PetRescue team
adoption was made is so thrilled to be
so much easier when able to work with
PetRescue and Jet- Richmond
Valley
pets co-ordinated a Council and partner
free flight!”
with Jetpets to assist pets like Bub
The PetRescue and in completing their
Jetpets teams have journeys to find the
been blown away by love and care they
the sheer dedication deserve for life....
and effort that Richmond Valley Council Animal Shelter
invests in finding
homes for the poundies in their care.
“Whenever I list
dogs and cats on the
PetRescue website, I

...“There is nothing
more satisfying than
seeing dogs like Bub
find a loving home,”
adds Sandy Matheson,
Managing Director at
Jetpets Animal Transport.
“It’s particularly rewarding to assist in
providing free flights
to support the great
work of organisations
like Richmond Valley
Council, where dogs
are successfully rehomed.”

PetRescue has partnered with Jetpets
since 2007, coordinating a provision of
free interstate flights
for homeless pets in
need every month.

works, visit the Jetpets
website.

If you’re a registered
PetRescue
member
(rescue group, pound
or shelter) and wish to
apply for a free flight,
You can
find out please email memmore about our Free bers@petrescue.org.
Flights program, our au.
partnership with Jetpets, and other free
adoption services run
by PetRescue on Our
Work page. To understand more about how
interstate pet travel
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What Makes A Good
Curry?
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Hassim Seedat

Curry is the favourite
meal for many people.
It has so many flavours and ingredients
that you couldn’t resist the delicious meal.
Adding different types
of meat, vegetables
and spices is what
makes a good curry.
Spices that are mainly used in curries include:
•
Turmeric - this
spice makes the sauce
yellow and enhances
the aroma of the entire dish. Only a small
amount of turmeric
is used as it is quite a
strong flavour.
•
Masala - this is
a mixture of different
ingredients that really
adds the main flavour
of the curry. Usually,

masala contains curry plant. The next set of
powder, chilli powder, ingredients that are
garlic salt and sea- added to the curry are:
soned salt.
•
Onions - onions
•
Chilli - al- are pungent roots that,
though the masala when cooked, give the
contains chilli pow- sauce a sweet and sour
der, it always tastes taste. Frying onion in
better with that extra a bit of sunflower oil
bite.
brings out that sweet
and sour flavour.
•
Coriander
originally, this is a •
Garlic - a little
Mediterranean plant bit of garlic is always
but has been adapted a great addition to any
to be used in curries. dish. The strong and
The seeds of the plant spicy flavoured clove
are usually ground into assists the cook when
a powder and works bringing the curry
well when mixed with to life. Many dishes
cumin.
can’t go without this
ingredient because of
•
Cumin - cumin the wonderful flavour.
is another seed that
makes the curry taste •
Whole Chilli amazing. Originally, this is an optional inthe cumin seeds are gredient, especially if
related to the parsley you have already put

the chilli powder and
masala in the curry.
This simply makes
the dish hotter with a
fresher ingredient.

of protein added to
the curry is completely up to the chef and
his or her preferences.
The juices from the
meat contribute a lot
•
Vegetables
- to the dish and assists
this is another option- in making the curry
al ingredient. It makes what it should be.
the dish wholesome
but many chefs don’t •
Sunflower Oil
worry too much about - There is no cooking
adding any vegeta- without some sunbles such as potatoes, flower oil. This is the
beans, peas and pep- key ingredient to prepers.
vent the sauce from
sticking to the bottom
•
Ginger - the of the pan and adds a
root is sweet and hint of flavour to the
works hand in hand dish.
with garlic and onion.
The ginger root is yel- Our core focus at
low and quite strong Golden Fry is to proon the tongue and vide Sunflower Oil,
throat but a minimal Palm Oil and Frying
amount adds a really Oil in bulk to Restaugood flavour to this rants,
Take-Aways,
dish.
Food Manufacturers,
•
Meat - the type Caterers, Wholesal-

ers, Supermarkets and
Spaza Shops. Contact us on E-mail:
enquiry@goldenfry.
co.za or Tel: +27 11
948 7909.
Article Source: https://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Hassim_Seedat/1452013
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“Work On Creating Your
Very Own Million Dollar
Smile And Watch How
Your Life Starts
Improving”
Derek White Editor © October 2018

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au
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The Secret To Being
Attractive
By Vyara Bridgeman

How many times have
you wished you were
smarter, younger, fitter, slimmer and better? And why?
I often observe intelligent people who do
well in life and intelligent
people who
don’t. I have met
beautiful individuals
who are well liked
and successful, but I
have also met countless miserable beauties. I have seen slim
people full of happiness, and I have
also seen slim people
drowning in depression.
So, do you have to
look good to feel
good? Do you have to
look good to do well?
Of course you don’t!

If you want people to sciousness are boring
be drawn to you, you and tiring. If you live
need something else. life purposefully and
passionately, you will
When it comes to be- be like a magnet to
ing attractive, be it in other people and you
your social, sexual or will certainly reap
professional life, the great success in your
first thing to look at life.
is your personal confidence; second one Have you seen fashis the degree to which ion shows? What’s
you live out your pas- attractive about the
models on the runway
sion.
is the confidence they
Surely, there is noth- project.
ing attractive about
a slim beauty that is Even though someself-conscious, feels times they wear ridiclost and doesn’t have ulous clothes, funny
any interests or pas- hairdos and cold exsion. People are drawn pressions on their facto interesting people es, they still come off
full of life.
as extremely attractive
simply because they
Vitality is contagious carry themselves with
and attractive. Emp- confidence
(which
tiness and self-con- may or may not be au-

thentic but that’s a dif- son, therefore people
won’t be interested
ferent story).
in you, they won’t be
So the rule goes like drawn to you.
that: the more confident and purposeful Have you heard the
you are, the more at- old saying “Beauty
tractive to other peo- comes from within”?
Well, it does! So if you
ple you will look.
want to look attracOf course the per- tive and be successful
sonal confidence is (sexually, socially and
bound to also get re- professionally), you
flected in your physi- need to be confident
cal appearance: the and purposeful in life.
way you walk, the
way you talk, the way Vyara Bridgeman is
you dress, and the way an Advanced Certiyou take care of your- fied BodyTalk practitioner who works with
self overall.
patients from all over
But confidence and the world suffering a
passion come first. variety of physical,
Without those, your mental and emotional
looks are “empty”. conditions.
With no life in your
body you are not a To find out more
very interesting per- about Vyara’s Body-

Talk practice, what
her clients say about
her, and how she can
help you achieve a
balanced body-mind,
visit:
http://www.
BodyTalk4Life.com
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Vyara_Bridgeman/978988
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Are You... “Doing The Same Thing

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

Over And
Over Again And Expecting Different Results”?

(Who said it first? I know, it’s crazy right? Everybody says Albert Einstine said it, but there is actually a very big debate amoungst many
researchers as to who actually said it first! )

Are You Working For 35 Hours
A Week On Fixed Wages And
Expecting A Different Life?
To Find Out How To Do Things
Differently And Get Ahead
Click Here
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Practice An Attitude Of
Gratitude

While standing in the
kitchen this morning,
I randomly blurted
out how grateful I was
for our warm home
and the awesome family within it.
It came out of nowhere for my husband and kids, but I’d
been thinking about
gratitude recently and
couldn’t help noticing
all the goodness in my
life.
I also noticed how
great it felt to start
off the day thinking about what I
am
most thankful
for. It was like a shot
of dopamine with my
morning coffee.
I’ve always been a
firm believer in the
power of positivity,
and expressing grati-

tude seems to fit in strated that openly
nicely with this theo- showing and sharing
gratitude is a really
ry.
good thing.
What if, instead of
sinking into dyspho- An attitude of gratiria over long and cold tude means making
winter days or feel- it a habit to express
ing completely help- thankfulness and apless about the current preciation in all parts
state of world affairs, of your life, on a regwe focus instead on ular basis, for both the
things in our lives that big and small things
we have control over? alike.
Things such as our
home life, work life, Begin cultivating an
attitude of gratitude
family and friends.
by keeping a short,
I once wrote a let- daily list of things
ter to my husband to you are grateful for.
express my gratitude Share your thoughts
for all of the things he with your family
does for me and our and friends, and take
family every day.
time out of your day
to think about gratiI shared it online and tude. Have your kids
it sparked a whole lot practice too, because
of love and positive grateful families talk
comments from many about what they are
people and demon- thankful for and prac-

tice gratitude daily.

Developing
an attitude of gratitude is
healthy for you and
your family, so make
it a part of your family’s daily life and
watch as everyone
adopts more grateful
behaviours and transitions away from cynicism and negativity.

Make a habit of expressing
gratitude
year-round
as opposed to seasonally
because studies show
that consistent positive interactions, particularly ones that
involve gratitude, increase happiness and
decrease levels of de- More Time Moms designs tools to make
pression.
your busy life easier,
That shot of dopa- so you can spend
mine I mentioned? more time with your
Some say that ex- family.
pressing gratitude can
indeed create a surge All of our bestselling
of “feel good” brain titles, including the
chemicals like dopa- original and #1 bestmine, serotonin and selling Family Organoxytocin, so for gen- izer and the Family
erally happy people, Meals cookbook are
that’s a great thing, designed by moms to
but for clinically de- help you manage your
pressed people, it’s a family schedule and
game changer.
are available online at

http://www.moretimemoms.
com

For more great parenting tips and tricks,
check out our blog at
http://moretimemoms.
com/lifestyle/
and
join the Family Meals
Challenge for free recipes, dinnertime tips
and games.
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Kristen_
Wint/1704739
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Gratitude And Thank You
And How It Gets You What
You Want In Your Life
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 203rd Edition Crossword.
Across
2 abbr please turn over
(3)

2

5
6

7

5 3 of something
(prefix) (3)

8
9

10

11
20

21

22

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

23

24

7 room in the roof (5)

19
25

26

27

28
29

9 either (2)

33

30

31

32

34
35

10 polite customary
actions towards
others (7)

36

37
38
39
40

11 area where children
are able to play
usually with obstacles
(2 words) (9,10)

41
44

42

43

45
46

48

54

20 lowest in age (8)

47

49
50

19 pole (pl) (4)

51

52

53

55
56

61

24 in the proper or
correct sequence (5)
27 equipment for
measuring
temperature (11)

3
4

4 abbr emergency room
(2)

6 group of people
hanging out together
(4)

Last Week’s 202nd
Edition Solution.

1

62

57

58

59

60

63
64

66

65
67
68

69

70

28 like (2)

55 abbr Europe (2)

13 requiring (7)

42 one of a kind (6)

29 placing clothes on
someone (8)

56 someone's mum (6)

14 the cover of a house
(pl) (5)

43 royalty (pl) (5)

61 very small point (3)

32 aim (4)

63 din (5)

33 artwork (pl) (9)

64 yellow-green colour
(5)

36 done through the
strength of a person's
muscles (10)
38 everywhere,
concerning
everything (9)
40 highest rank in a
business (9)
41 time period just
before night time (4)

66 lower part of a foot
(4)
67 not as much as (4)
68 abbr personal trainer
(2)
70 slang for 'hey you' (2)
Down
1 across nations (13)

44 number before
twentieth (10)

3 abbr for original (4)

46 opposite of outer (5)

5 thank you (2)

48 logs of wood tied
together to form a
boad (pl) (5)

6 someone who has
finished a course (8)

50 place of exhibitions
of fish (pl) (9)
52 negative response (2)
54 showed loving
emotion towards
someone (6)

8 common grounds for
people to meet (9)
11 near (2)
12 expressing your
agreement or
disagreement over
something (6)

15 the outer part of an
orange (pl) (5)
16 fruit that is ready to
eat (4)
17 not usual (9)
18 act (2)

45 a male already
mentioned (2)
47 moved very quickly
(3)
49 in addition to (4)
50 indefinite article (2)

19 true (4)

51 abbr shortened name
for mother (3)

21 we (2)

53 an all in one outfit (6)

22 male people (pl) (4)

54 small child (3)

23 therefore (2)

57 upon (2)

25 mat (3)

58 as well (3)

26 earnest (5)

59 samll mountain (4)

30 cautious, quiet (8)

60 abbr revolution (4)

31 fabric for pantihose
(5)

62 grease (3)

34 request (3)
35 moved a company
forward or action (8)

65 catch sight of (4)
66 opposite of cold (3)
69 toward (2)

36 using a brush, colours
and canvas (8)
37 not predicted (10)
39 evening meal (6)
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

Sudoku

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Medium 203rd

Easy 203rd

Hard 203rd

Ph: 0423 470 701

Last Week’s

Easy

Sudoku Solutions 202nd Edition
Medium

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

Hard
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Crosswords + Puzzles
202nd Edition Word Search Solution
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Crosswords + Puzzles
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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Classified Advertising 02 9837

Whole Page Advertising
With Full Colour: $200
+ gst Per Week ($220.00)

Half Page
Advertising With
Full Colour $100
+ gst Per Week
($110)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $50.00
+ gst Per Week ($55.00)
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